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Biological Modeling of Feather Based on Morphogenesis

Jiajun Zhang1,a) Takashi Kanai1,b)

Abstract: Feather is a delicate structure with massive fiber curves (called barbs) branching out from a shaft. Its
biological morphogenesis of feather follicle is decisive to diversify feather appearance. Modern CG tools construct
feathers using NURB-curve related parameters to directly approximate the feather outlook, which is straightforward
and user-friendly. However, without considering internal growth facts, it requires much user efforts to reproduce feather
characteristics and lacks potentials to cover all types of feather. In this paper, we summarize recent morphogenesis
studies and propose a new modeling scheme by emulating the feather growth into three stages: Helical Growth stage
for barb generation, Unfurling stage for barb flattening and Expansion stage for barb adjustment. Since our approach
follows real-world feather development, it is expected to procedurally guarantee common feather characteristics and be
more flexible to extend to different types of feather under a unified scheme.

1. Introduction
Feather, like hair and fur, is one of the most noticeable skin ap-

pendage can be found in nature. However, unlike hair that can be
represented by a single strand or fur that can be rendered as offset
shells on a surface [9], feather holds a highly complex structure
with hierarchical branches, which is insufficient to describe by
a simple geometric primitive. Simply speaking, a feather has a
stiff shaft (called rachis) at the middle, hundreds of barbs attach
themselves on the shaft and interlock (called barbules) adjacently
one by one to form two blades at macroscopic level.

In order to model such a structure, NURB-curves are frequently
used to define shaft, barb curve, outline of two blades along with
various control parameters in modern CG softwares. Artists can
adjust control points of curves to directly approximate curvature of
feather barb template and blade width along the shaft, then actual
feather barb curves are generated based on user-defined template
with the restriction of blade width. The shaft is often modeled
as a radius-changing cylinder bending based on template, and the
final output is the combination of two parts described above.

Such approximate modeling scheme is straightforward but have
few connections to the real process of feather growth. Indeed it
has taken the biological topology of a mature feather into con-
sideration, however, the possible factors that may have decisive
effects on the final feather shape and barb pattern are hidden in-
side the morphogenesis of feather follicle, thus these factors are
then lost and undiscussable under this scheme. This may also be
the reason of the loose correlation between blade outline and barb
curvature on this kind of output, which is not the case for real
feathers. Another limitation of this scheme is its specialization
for wing feather modeling, seldom of its variants can handle other
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types of feather rather than wing feather.
In this paper, we present a novel modeling scheme that faithfully

follows the process of feather morphogenesis, abstracts the con-
cepts and phenomena during the feather development and maps
them into different processes to emulate one feather growth cy-
cle. Our scheme first defines feather follicle sheath geometry and
growth parameters to generate barb curves and shaft from top to
bottom. We then emulate the unfurling process of feather out
of the sheath and adjust barb curves by considering the interlock
between them.

By exploiting feather morphogenesis, we expect to provide a
new perspective on biologically accurate feather modeling and
a platform to discuss the possibility of feather animation and
mechanical properties at microscopic level. This paper is also ex-
pected to be a bridge between biology and computer graphics and
an applicability test of porting biological knowledge into feasible
CG technologies.

The rest of this paper begins with a brief discussion of past
feather modeling methods in Section 2, then follows an elabo-
rate summary of two aspects of biological research in Section 3:
feather structure and feather morphogenesis. Section 4 explains
the mapping from biology knowledge to feather growth emulation
and the details of new modeling scheme. We show the progress of
the implementation of our modeling scheme in Section 5. At last
we discuss the potentials, limitations and future work in Section
6.

2. Related Work
The first attempt at modeling feather may be traced to Dai et

al.’s work [5] in 1995. By the inspiration of branching of plants,
they define a set of parameters such as barb length and initial
barb angle, with the combination of user-defined quadratic func-
tions to propagate subsequent orientation of line segments for one
barb and finally the whole feather blades. However, their work
only focuses on Galliformes family feathers, and quadratic func-
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tion seems not to be ideal for representing the barb curvature of
mature feathers.

Chen et al. [3] proposed an impressive feather modeling and
feather coats generation scheme. This development of feather
structure is based on parametric L-system, which defines how
segments of shaft and barbs should be generated step by step.
Forces and randomness are also introduced to imitate the ragged-
ness of feather, increasing the variety of output. NURB-curves
are used to define the template of barb curve, which is also a
limitation that all barb curves on the same side have an identical
basis in spite of the randomness factors during their generation.
Also their output is restricted to wing feather. Nevertheless, it
is worth noting that they model the mesostructure between two
barbs for BTF sampling so that the micro details of feather can be
represented by rendering rather than direct modeling.

Another parameterized model proposed by Streit et al. [12]
elaborately defines geometry properties for shaft and barb (length,
width, angle, spacing, etc.). Instead of using single identical tem-
plate, user can insert multiple key barbs represented by Bézier
curves along the shaft at one side and interpolate between them to
generate the whole blade. This approach removes the need of ex-
plicit definition of feather outline and is more flexible for editing.
In the same year, Franco et al. [8] independently presented a sim-
ilar approach, but unlike the previous one, two Bézier curves are
served as outline, and automatically generate randomized control
points of Bézier curve rather than defining key barb from user.

Recently, Baron et al. [1] have proposed a data-driven ap-
proach that is able to achieve biological accuracy in some aspects.
Although the underlying barb curve construction is a variant of
Franco et al.’s method, they use image analysis on real feather atlas
to extract outline and shaft curve, which results in a more realistic
feather outlook. However, because of the absent analysis on barb
curves from atlas, the correlation of outline and barb curvature
is not guaranteed. We also doubt the ability of extracting outline
from the feather types with low barb density using this approach.

3. Background
3.1 Feather structure

A feather possesses three primary components: the rachis is
the shaft of a feather with massive barbs branching out from its
two sides, and similarly, a barb also has massive barbules at two
sides as shown in Figure 1. The distal barbules on some barbs
may have hooklets that hook the proximal barbules with curved
margin on adjacent barb, which fasten all barbs as a whole: left
and right vanes [17]. The existence of hooklets and curved margin
on barbules is the key factor causes the distinction between flight
feather and down feather, and between upper (pennaceous) part
and lower (plumulaceous) part of contour feather [11].

3.2 Feather morphogenesis
Morphogenesis, a biological term used to specify the formation

of feather at cellular level, takes place inside feather follicle on bird
skin. Feather follicle is a cylindrical tissue that emerges by elon-
gation and invagination from flat skin’s epidermis layer [14][2]
(Figure 3). Follicle collar, the region with ring cross section at
the base of feather follicle formed by the invagination, holds stem

Fig. 1 A wing feather from Crow with its right vane split by hand. Distal:
the anatomical orientation towards the tip; Proximal: the anatomical
orientation towards the root.

Fig. 2 A contour feather from Pigeon. The barbs at the lower part hold
simpler and longer barbules than the ones at the upper part, thus they
cannot form vanes and become fluffy.

cells (pink squares in Figure 3) that actively proliferate and move
upward, when cells arrived a thin horizontal area called ramogenic
zone beneath follicle sheath, they start to differentiate and form
rachidial ridge and barb ridges [13][2]. Therefore, the branching
of feather does not proceed from bottom to top like plants but in
a reverse direction; the tip of feather is formed first as barb ridges
start to grow at ramogenic zone, differentiated successor cells add
and rearrange themselves at the proximal end of each barb ridge
causing the elongation of barb ridge.

About the feather type, if this cell rearrangement preserves the
parallel of barb ridges, all barb ridges are radially symmetric and
joint directly to collar, which causes the formation of fluffy down
feather as Figure 3 A. If the rearrangement is towards one side
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Fig. 3 An overview of feather follicle structure. Drawings are based on the
knowledge from Yue et al. [15]. (A) Schematic drawing of a de-
veloping down feather follicle, which shows the parallel arrangement
of barb ridges (black stripes). (B) Schematic drawing of a develop-
ing contour of flight/wing feather follicle, which shows the helical
arrangement of barb ridges (black and gray curves). (C) A zoom-in
of follicle collar. The proximal end of barb ridges are started to form
after cells reach ramogenic zone. (D) A common real horizontal
cross section of feather follicle at the level of red line in C. The Ra
shows the locus and width of rachidial ridge at anterior polar, barb
ridges lie on the circumference and continuously emerge from the
barb generative zone located at posterior polar. This image D by
Cheng et al. [4] is licensed under CC BY 4.0. Unmodified from
original.

(anterior polar) of feather follicle, all barb ridges are bilaterally
and grow helically beneath follicle sheath and fuse their proxi-
mal end to form the rachidial ridge (the Ra in Figure 3 D), which
causes the formation of all feather types with shaft such as contour
feather as Figure 3 B.

Furthermore, in the case of helical growth, new barb ridge
emerges at the opposite side (posterior polar) where the barb gen-
erative zone is. If this posterior polar is biased, the distance that
barb ridge will travel on the left and right half of collar will be
not equal, which causes the vane width asymmetry of flight/wing
feather [13][6][2], which is an important characteristic for flying.

Considering one regenerative cycling of a feather with shaft
consisting of two primary phase: growth and resting phase [16].
In growth phase the elongation of follicle and helical growth of
barb ridges are involved. When follicle becomes mature and its
sheath starts to break, mature barbs with barbules developed in-
side barb ridges and with rachis developed from rachidial ridge
are pushed out from the tip of sheath, and then unfurl themselves
from helical to flat form. When moving to resting phase, the
size of feather follicle shrinks and the cell proliferation is reduced

[2], which causing the formation of proximal part of feather shaft
which has no barb attached [16]. The posterior side of follicle
sheath will eventually break to release all mature barbs out.

It is worth noting that the helical angle θ formed when a barb
ridge fuses into rachidial ridge inside follicle may have significant
difference from the angle A at the place where mature barb joint
to rachis. Simultaneous with the unfurling of mature barbs, the
mechanical properties of barbs and barbules locking state between
barbs may cause an further expansion angle β for each barb, which
has a noticeable effect on the final vane outline or even the pig-
ment pattern on a feather [10]. See [6] for the reference of angles
mentioned above.

4. Proposed Method
Based on the concept of being able to obtain the common bio-

logical characteristics of feather by faithfully following its biolog-
ical growth activities, we propose a biological modeling scheme
that procedurally generates feather vanes based on the facts men-
tioned in Section 3. We first emulate the basic morphogenesis
of feather development in three stages: Helical Growth, Unfurl-
ing and Expansion to generate barb curves for two father vanes,
then the rachis cylinder can be created via external CG modeling
software based on the output of emulation.

4.1 Helical Growth stage
The first stage emulates the helical growth of barb ridges in-

side follicle. As the middle of Figure 4, we define the collar
as a closed cycle C(s) parameterized by arc length percentage
s ∈ [0,1] in right-handed Cartesian space, mathematical represen-
tation (e.g. circleY (s) = (cos(2πs), sin(2πs)) or closed composite
cubic Bézier curve can be used for this definition.

To simplify the discussion, we use the term locus to specify
the 1D location s of an object on the collar C(s) and to discuss
tangential movement later, we also use the dot “.” to specify
the properties of an object. We assume that the axis of collar is
aligned with +y axis, C(0) is located on −z axis, and movement
is said to be positive if it follows the clockwise direction, which
will finally reach C(1) = C(0). See left and right of Figure 4 for
coordinates reference.

Just like rachidial ridge and bar generative zone segregating
collar into left and right part explained in Section 3, anterior polar
and posterior polar of collar are defined as two intervals IA and IP
on C(s). Specifically, we denote the locus of two boundaries of
one interval by a locus pair <left, right> specified by user, which
corresponds to one of the boundary for left part and right part of
collar (see left of Figure 4). Additionally, IA should be guaranteed
to include C(0), IP is typically located around C(0.5) but is not
mandatory.
Tangential Movement

To generate the distal end of each new barb, we define two
moveable emitters El and Er for the left and right side of C(s). As
the left of Figure 4, each emitter starts moving from one bound-
ary of IA and spawns the distal end Pbi

0 (i = 0,1, . . .) of the new
i-th barb curve bi at a frequency f , when it meets the same side
boundary of IP , its movement is clamped at the boundary but its
spawning still proceeds.
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Fig. 4 Left: Schematic top view ofC(s) in a follicle cross section style. The arrows indicate the tangential
movement direction of El and Er . Middle: Schematic drawing of the process of El in helical
growth stage. Blue trails indicate the completed barbs. Red trails indicate the developing barbs.
Right: An example of speed distributionVe (s) orVb (s) defined onC(s). Typically, the gradient of
speed distribution should slant from anterior polar to posterior polar in order to match the curvature
of convex tip and barb pattern of a feather. We also hypothesize that it may possibly be a reflection
of concentration gradients of some chemical molecules reside in feather follicle [15].

The tangential speed of emitter movement on C(s) is defined
by user as a speed distribution/gradient Ve(s) like the right figure
of Figure 4. The definition approach is shown in Figure 6 and
Figure 7. Therefore, the locus and the spawn time stamp t of Pbi

0
can be calculated as:

Left side: Pbi

0 .locus = IA.left −
∫ i

f

t=0
Ve(s(t))dt (1)

Right side: Pbi

0 .locus = IA.right +
∫ i

f

t=0
Ve(s(t))dt (2)

Pbi

0 .t =
i
f

(3)

To emulate the barb elongation, once a distal end Pbi

0 of a new
barb bi is spawned, it starts moving just like emitter but in an
opposite direction on C(s). After every time step, the locus of Pbi

0
are recorded as the subsequent barb curve point Pbi

j ( j = 1, . . .).
Its tangential speed is also defined by user as a speed distribution
Vb(s) on C(s). When Pbi

0 meets the boundary of IP the elonga-
tion terminates and the generation of bi is considered as completed
(blue trails in the middle of Figure 4). The Equation (1) (2) can
also be applied to calculate the locus of Pbi

j by replacing each
term correspondingly, except its spawn time stamp can be directly
assigned by the current time stamp (See Algorithm 1 for details).
Longitudinal Movement

Just like the new cells go from bottom to upward and push old
cells higher, we emulate this activity as the longitudinal move-
ment aligned to y axis. The scalar growing speed vgrow of feather
follicle defined by user is used for the calculation of y coordinate
of Pbi

j :

y = vgrow ∗ (tcurrent − Pbi

j .t) (4)

where tcurrent denotes the current time stamp after the whole em-
ulation starts. The calculation of longitudinal movement can be
done after the tangential movement for simplification or simulta-
neously for real-time growth animation.
Termination & Coversion

The emulation can terminate when user-defined N barbs are
completed, and all other developing barbs (red trails in the middle

of Figure 4) are discarded. The x and z coordinate of Pbi

j are
calculated by evaluating C(s) by Pbi

j .locus. After all 1D barb
curve points are converted into 3D vertice, the result is delivered
into the next stage.

4.2 Unfurling Stage
The second stage emulate the flattening of each barb being

pushed out of follicle sheath. When Pbi

j ( j > 0) spawns, the bi-
normal ®nj of C(s) is calculated at Pbi

j .locus as the rotation axis

for line segment
−−−−−−→
Pbi

j Pbi

j−1 on the bi . The unfurling rotation of one
whole barb starts from distal end to proximal end, and the distal

line segment
−−−−−−→
Pbi

j Pbi

j−1 is rotated around ®nj to align the tangential

Algorithm 1: Pbi

j generation logic for left vane
External input: Current time stamp tcurrent from system
Function Update (∆t)
/* Emitter movement and spawn */

El .time← El .time + ∆t;
// El.time is a temporary variable storing the

accumulated time

period← 1/El .f;
while El .time ⩾ period do

El .time← El .time - period;
El .locus← El .locus - period ×Ve (El .locus);
Check if emitter already meets boundary;
Spawn the first point Pbnext

0 for the next new barb curve bnext;
Pbnext

0 .locus← El .locus;
Pbnext

0 .t← El .t;
end
/* Barb elongation */

foreach bi generated by El do
Pbi
n ← the last point of bi ;

if Pbi
n has not met boundary then
Spawn the next point Pbi

n+1 for barb curve bi ;
timediff← tcurrent - Pbi

n .t;
Pbi

n+1.locus← Pbi
n .locus + timediff ×Vb (Pbi

n .locus);
Pbi

n+1.t← tcurrent
end

end
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Fig. 5 Schematic drawing of unfurling process of barb bi .

direction of the proximal line segment
−−−−−−→
Pbi

j+1Pbi

j . If we denote
the angle of full alignment by α, then we can multiple an unfurl-
ing weight w ∈ [0,1] to α to control the extent of each vane’s
unfurling.

4.3 Expansion Stage
The expansion phenomenon of barbs occurs simultaneously

with the unfurling process but impact feather vane differently,
thus we treat it as an individual stage. This additional curva-
ture change of barbs is caused by both microscopic mechanical
properties and the complex locking state of barbules which is dy-
namic and differs from feather to feather. We omit this part due
to the lack of biological supports and mechanical analysis on the
correlation between barbules and vane shape.

5. Results and Discussion
We have implemented the helical growth stage and unfurling

stage of our modeling scheme using C++ and OpenGL. The real-
time procedural generation of feather vanes are performed at 60
fps with the time step∆t = 0.05 sec., allowing the interactive detail
adjustment during the generation.

Figure 6 shows a typical result of our implementation, the cur-
vature of tip shape and barb pattern are controlled by theVe(s) and
Vb(s) respectively, both of these gradients slant to the locus s = 0.5
which is the position of posterior polar. Under this configuration,
the output barb pattern correctly reflects a common characteristic
that the inter-barb spacing around the edge of vane appear more
compact than the one around the rachis (the lower barb pattern of
Figure 6 at t = 24 sec.), which also matches the measurement data
from Feo et al. [7] showing the incremental inter-barb spacing
from distal end to proximal end of two barbs.

The abnormal barb density of tip part shown in Figure 6 is
a known flaw caused by the dependency between spawning fre-
quency f and speed of emitter, bound by the time. When emitter
reach the posterior polar, its tangential component of displace-
ment is lost so the density is also increased suddenly. This prob-
lem warns us the spawning strategy does not correspond to real
biological activities, and we plan to fix it in the near future.

Figure 6 shows the control of vane width asymmetry by only
moving the locus of posterior polar from 0.5 to 0.4 to 0.2. The
change of the slope of tip slope and vane width correctly reflects
the characteristic of asymmetric wing feather that the nearer a
wing feather is located to the end of a wing, the narrower its distal
vane (the leading edge) is, and the broader its proximal vane (the
trailing edge) is [11].

6. Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a novel feather modeling scheme by exploit-

ing existing studies on microscopic biological activities inside
feather follicle and by emulating real growth of feather. In our
scheme, the helical growth stage handles and generates prototype
of two feather vanes in a unified model, rather than independently
defining geometric elements of feather shape without taking pos-
sible biological correlations into consideration. The tip shape of
feather and the barb curvature are associated by the same lon-
gitudinal growth so that the relationship of feather outline and
barb pattern can be preserved and be guaranteed to be biologi-
cally accurate in some degrees. The usage of follicle collar also
guarantees the width scale between two vanes to be rational and
blendable from one feather to another by simply moving the locus
of posterior polar. The unfurling stage emulates the “hatching”
of feather from follicle sheath, which provides space for user to
adjust the curvature of the whole vanes yet still preserves the
line representation of a feather rather than surface. This stage also
provides the possibility to animate the growth process of a feather.

Another advantage of our scheme is the linkage to the micro-
scopic biological studies, meaning that it has potential to trans-
plant cellular pigmentation mechanism to texture feather without
the dependence of real feather photos. It is also a better platform to
study the physics simulation of barb-level movement of feather, as
the geometric information of barbules hides inside barb ridges and
can be biologically integrated into the process of helical growth
stage.

However, this advantage is also our limitation because of the
ambiguous information or the lack of research support of some
phases during the feather morphogenesis, making some of our
modeling process design infeasible. The abnormal spacing at the
tip of our result is caused by the dependence of emitter’s speed,
which is further caused by the insufficient understanding of geo-
metric development of early barb ridges. We plan to improve the
spawning strategy of barb curves by further reviewing the related
papers and taking barb ridge size into consideration.

The expansion stage highly relates to biomechanical studies in-
cluding elastica of barbs and locking system of barbules, making it
prospective but challenging to implement. In the future we would
like to explore the biological studies about barbule mechanical
properties to complete this stage.
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